Rangefinding Bow Sight provides
Exact Distance
to target and
Exact Aiming Point

THE ORACLE ADVANTAGE
Rangefinding bow sight instantly provides exact distance to
target and exact aiming point.
Eliminates guessing distance.
Built-in rangefinder gives exact distance to the target at
full draw.
Eliminates aiming between pins.
Instantly calculates and displays the exact
aiming point for any distance and shot angle.
Eliminates aiming with the wrong pin.
The Oracle presents the one and only perfect
aiming dot for the exact distance and your
exact arrow.
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SPECIFICATIONS

All Aluminum Construction

Weight................................................................... 17 oz.

Locking Micro Adjustment Knobs

Battery...................................................................CR123

No Glass to Glare, Scratch or Fog

Battery Life................................... 1000 - 2000 activations

20 yard fixed pin (failsafe)

Laser to Reflective Target........................................500 yds

2nd and 3rd Axis Adjustments

Laser to Deer........................................................ 200 yds

Increase shooting distances out to 80 - 110 yards

Operating Temperature................................... -10F to 140F

Accommodates up to 176 MOA (184 inches of drop at 100 yards.)

Storage Temperature......................................- 40F to 158F

 tores two different trajectory curves for different arrows or
S
draw weights

› Compatible with arrow speeds from 200- 420 fps
› Right and Left-hand compatible
› Water Resistant

HOW IT WORKS

➊ Just sight in at 20 yards and two farther distances and
the Oracle learns your entire trajectory curve.

➋ A rangefinder measures the exact distance to your
target while at full draw.

➌ The Oracle instantly calculates the perfect trajectory
compensation for the distance and shot angle.

➍ The sight displays exact aiming point for your shot.

Easy push-button
activation

THE ORACLE DISTINCTION
Combining Proven Riflescope Technology
with Archery Experience and Passion

Burris is the undisputed leader in automatic trajectory compensation sights with its
Eliminator laser rangefinding riflescope. This advanced technology is combined
with over 100 years of internal archery experience to bring this cutting edge bow
sight to the market.

Locking Micro Adjustment Knobs

Sighting in the Oracle is fast and precise with micro adjustment knobs that lock
down rock solid.

No Glass to Glare,Scratch or Fog

Rain, fog, dust, mud…all in a day’s hunt. Nothing will slow you down. Don’t let
your shot of a lifetime walk away because you couldn’t see clearly through your
sight.

20-Yard Fixed Pin

Oracle is the ultimate in reliability. We still built in a fixed 20-yard pin to give
you supreme confidence that you will always have a pin to reference, no matter
what.

Rear Peep Improves Shot Accuracy and Consistency

Eliminates bow grip torque and the need for a string peep sight. Also improves
visibility in low light.

Burris Forever Warranty

We will replace or repair your bow sight if it is damaged or defective. The
warranty is automatically transferred to future owners. No repair or replacement
charge, no warranty card needed, no receipt needed and no questions asked.
We even cover the electronics. Try to find that level of customer commitment
anywhere in the industry.
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